Procedure PCR tests for travelers to China (status 07 September 2022)
Regulations for entry change frequently with the pandemic situation. Please inform yourself on the website of
the Chinese embassy and if necessary additionally at other official places of China. We do not assume any
liability for the topicality, correctness and completeness of the information below.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION – PLEASE NOTE:
You can take both RT-PCR tests, which are required for the entry into China with us at our different
Test&Fly centers at Munich Airport.
Please note:
1) Different locations of the test centers
Both tests must be taken in different test centers, i.e. the first one with Test&Fly in the Central Area
Level 3 and the second one with Test&Fly in Terminal 2 Level 4.
Do NOT take both tests in the same test center!
2) Different test methods of the PCR tests
Both tests must be performed with different methods/reagent kits. We offer three different PCR
tests, each with different methods (PCR Standard, - Express and - Instant).
Do NOT choose the same test method for the two tests!
Our recommendation:
PCR Test 1: Test&Fly Central Area, PCR Standard
PCR test 2: Test&Fly Terminal 2, PCR-Express or PCR-Instant
3) Sample material
A "nasopharyngeal swab" or a "nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swab" is mandatory. We
recommend to do a "nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swab" to minimize the risk of test
repetition. Please discuss this with our service at the Test&Fly Check-In.
4) Sampling time
Please pay attention to the selected time of both tests and the compliance with the 48h and 24h
rule. (48h always count until the departure of the direct flight to China, not for e.g. until the
departure of a transfer flight from Munich).

After the test:
Depending on the selected test, you will receive appoximatly ½h to 4h a result "Ärztliches Zeugnis /
Medical Certificate" to download in German and English. These certificates as well as your invoices
can NOT be used for entry into China.
Please wait until you receive the China certificate "Medical-Certificate /医学证明" in English and
Chinese from us by mail. Please only upload these China certificates to the consulate, otherwise you
will not receive a green code.
Please check the China certificate for completeness and accuracy before uploading.

